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RECORD OF DECISION

REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVE SELECTION

m

SITE; Vestal Water Supply Well 1-1, Vestal, Broorae County,
New York

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

I am basing my decision primarily on the following documents
describing the analysis of cost effectiveness of remedial
alternatives for this site:

- Well Field Contamination Investigation (R.J. Martin)
- Vestal Water Supply Well 1-1 Focused Feasibility Study
- Vestal Water Supply Well 1-1 Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Study

- Staff Summaries, Letters and Recommendations
- Responsiveness Summary

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED REMEDY

This Record of Decision calls for the following actions:

- Construction of a packed column air stripping system on well
1-1 in order to return the well to full service as Vestal
Water District l*s primary water supply. This cost effective
alternative will have the following positive impacts:

1) restoration of District 1 water supply capacity to the
level that existed prior to loss of well 1-1;

2) provision of a water supply to the district that exceeds
applicable or relevant and appropriate standards, thereby
providing a very high level of public health protection;

3) hydraulic containment of the plume of contaminants via
pumping well 1-1, thereby protecting other District 1
water supply wells; and

4) cessation of untreated discharge from well 1-1 to the
Susquehanna River.

'* Initiation of a supplemental Remedial Investigation and Feasi-
bility study to further investigate the extent of soil contami-
nation in suspected source areas and to evaluate possible source
control measures.
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DECLARATIONS
-«

Consistent with the Comprehensive Environmental Respogpe, Com-
pensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and the national
Contingency Plan (40 CFR Part 300) , I have determined that the
construction of an air stripping system to treat Vestal water
supply veil 1-1 and its subsequent use as the Town's primary
water supply is a cost-effective remedy and provides adequate
protection of public health, welfare and the environment*
Furthermore, I have determined that it is necessary to undertake
a supplemental Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study to
investigate the extent of soil contamination in suspected source
areas and to evaluate possible source control measures. A
determination regarding future source control actions will be
made upon completion of this work.

The State of New York has been consulted and agrees with the
approved remedy. In addition, the action will require future
operation, maintenance, and monitoring activities to ensure
tihe continued effectiveness of the remedy. These activities
are presently considered eligible for Trust Fund monies for a
period of one year? however, pending CERCLA legislation nay
affect this eligibility and/or the period of eligibility.

Funding of this remedial action will occur at the time of CERCLA
roauthorization; moreover, I have determined that the action
boing taken will be appropriate when balanced against the future
availability of Trust Fund monies for use at other sites.

n.tfii
Date ' Christopher J.VDaggt

Regional Administrator
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SUMMARY OF
REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVE SELECTION
VESTAL WATER SUPPLY WELL 1-1

KITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION -^

The study area for this Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study
(RI/FS) covers 225 acres (.4 square miles) in the Town of Vestal,
Mew York (figure 1). Vestal water supply well 1-1 is located
on the south bank of the Susquehanna River about 400 feet west of
the Endicott-Vestal Route 26 Bridge. Other significant features
of the area include an industrial park immediately to the southeast
of the well, and several marsh areas and drainage ditches encom-
passing and interlacing the industrial park (figure 2)•

Well 1-1 is one of three production wells in Water District 1
that are intended to provide drinking water to several water
districts in the Vestal area. Well 1-1 presently is being pumped
to waste into the Susquehanna River in accordance with a SPDES
permit, while well 1-2 usually provides enough water to satisfy
the District 1 service area. Well 1-3, which produces a relatively
low quality (corrosive) yield, is used as reserve capacity in
periods of maximum demand.

The aquifer underlying the study area is extremely permeable,
resulting in high production capacities as well as rapid con-
taminant migration. There also exists many variations in the
subsurface geology in this area, giving rise to a highly complex
groundwater hydrology. The direction of groundwater flow is
generally from east to west (figure 3).

SITE HISTORY p

In 1954, well 1-1 was constructed with a capacity of 1.4 MGD as a
back-up well to supplement the Vestal water supply which was pro-
vided at that time by the Town of Endicott across the Susquehanna
River. A few years later. Water District 1 became an independent
water supplier for the Town of Vestal, utilizing wells 1-1, 1-2
and 1-3 with a combined capacity of 4.6 MGD.

A chemical spill at the IBM plant in Endicott in 1978 led to a
testing program for all drinking wells in the vicinity for syn-
thetic organic compounds. As a result of this testing, signifi-
cant concentrations of chlorinated solvents were discovered in
wall l-ir and the well pumpage was diverted to the Susquehanna
River where it presently continues to discharge under a SPDES
permit. Subsequent investigation has since indicated that the
presence of chlorinated solvents in well 1-1 is not related to
the spill at the IBM plant.
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In December, 1982, the site was placed on the National Priorities
List (NPL) in combination with Vestal Water Supply Well 4-2,
which was a similarly contaminated well a few miles away in
another water district; however, these two sites were *eter sepa-
rately listed due to the recognition that the sites were most
likely contaminated by different sources existing in the immedi-
ate area of each well. Just prior to the listing of well 1-1 on
the NPL, the Town of Vestal contracted with R.J. Martin to con-
duct an investigation of the contamination of well 1-1. His
conclusions in part tended to implicate the area around the
southeast corner of Stage Road as a suspected source. This is
an area which borders the industrial park along Stage Road.

A Focused Feasibility Study (FFS) was conducted by New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation consultants in
order to determine the need for an initial remedial measure.
The FFS recommended the construction of a large capacity water
main between Water Districts 1 and 5 in order to improve the
reliability of the District 1 supply. EPA rejected this recom-
mendation on July 9, 1985, because the Agency believed that a
sufficient capacity of good quality water still existed for
the service area, and that there was no short-term threat of
losing this capacity.

At the present time, well 1-2 is the primary water supply and
well 1-3 is used as a backup to provide extra capacity during
peak demand periods (figure 4).

CURRENT SITE STATUS

During the RI, 27•'wells were sampled, including well 1-1 and
26 groundwater monitoring wells (figure 3). In addition, five
surface water samples, 17 soil samples, four sediment samples,
and three sewer water samples were collected. All samples were
analyzed for priority pollutant volatile organics, and a com-
plete priority scan was conducted on -samples taken from wells
1-1, S-2, and S-4. Nineteen of 57 samples contained priority
pollutant volatile organics.

Seven new monitoring wells (S-l, S-2, S-4, S-6, S-7, S-8 and
S--11) were installed east of Main Street to provide additional
hydrogeologic groundwater quality data for the purpose of locat-
ing the source or sources of groundwater contamination. Wells
S-l, S-2, S-6, S-7, S-8 and 5-11 were sited to further define
t!he contaminant plume near suspected source areas. Veil 8-4
was located upgradient of any known contamination and was used
to determine background levels. After purging, monitoring
wells were sampled for priority pollutant volatile organics.
Wells 1-1, S-2 and S-4 were also sampled for all EPA priority
pollutants.
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So.ll samples were collected at 5-foot intervals from boreholes
B-l through B-7 and analyzed for priority pollutant volatile
orqanics to determine if any soil contamination existed upgradi-
ent of the suspected source areas. Additional soil samples
were obtained from depths of 3 feet or 5 feet in power auger
hoJles drilled in the Chenango Industries drainage ditch area
and at the tank truck parking area as part of the source area
identification study.

The RI confirmed the presence of eight volatile organic com-
pounds in the groundwater southeast and east of well 1-1.
Baaed on the measured concentrations and known health effects,
th« primary contaminants are the chlorinated solvents trichloro-
ethylene; 1,1,1-trichloroethane; trans-l,2-dichloroethylene; and
1,1-dichloroethane. Historical values for these compounds in
veil 1-1 are given in table 1. The concentration of total vola-
tile organics (TVO) in well 1-1 was 241 ppb in April 1985. The
highest recorded concentration of TVO in the groundwater plume
wan 12,840 ppb in monitoring well 1-33 located approximately
1,!>00 feet southeast of well 1-1 (figure 5). Computer modeling •
of the data and areal mapping of contaminants indicate that two
pockets of chlorinated solvents are the major sources of contami-
nation currently affecting well 1-1 (figure 6). Subsequent use
of"a solute transport model showed that the plume will continue
to migrate slowly toward well 1-1, provided that well 1-1 con-
tinues to be pumped to waste, with no impact to wells 1-2 and
1-3.

No identifiable wastes contributing to the well 1-1 contaminant
plume were present at the surface, either at the well site or in
the upgradient suspected source areas. There is no indication
of lagoons in historical aerial photographs, and the RI revealed
no surface indications of buried waste pits, lagoons or drums.
In addition, no *hot spots* were found at the surface, indicating
that the contaminants are confined to the groundwater and pos-
sibly in unsaturated soils at depths greater than 5 feet. How-
ever, some deep soil contamination found in at least two areas
of borehole investigation have led to the decision to perform a
supplemental RI/FS study to evaluate the extent of this contami-
nation and possible source control measures. This supplemental
work will be the subject of a future Record of Decision.

l,]L-dichloroethane, trans 1,2-dichloroethylene, and 1,1,1-tri-
ch.loroethane all have produced similar damaging toxic effects
on the livers, kidneys and central nervous systems of laboratory
animals, usually as acute effects. Acute human toxicity has
aluo been observed in the workplace after high exposure to 1-1
dichloroethane and trans 1,2,-dichloroethylene. There is very
little weight of evidence from animal studies to suggest through
extrapolation that any of these compounds produce carcinogenic
effects in humans.
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Trichloroethylene also has been shown to affect the same target
organs in laboratory animals and humans in the workplace as do
the other three chlorinated compounds of concern. In addition,
there is some evidence from animal studies to suggest the pos-
sibility that trichloroethylene is a potential human carcinogen.
Most of the exposures to contaminants associated with the plume
of contamination have been or will be at low levels. Since
carcinogenic effects are often related to low level exposures,
trichloroethylene is therefore considered the major contaminant
of concern.

Exposure to these contaminants is almost non-existent at the
present time, since well 1-1 has been taken out of service and
1:he pumpage to waste discharges from a pipe beneath the surface
of the Susguehanna River. Possible exposure routes and receptors
could change, however, with implementation of various remedial
alternatives. These potential exposures have been analyzed in
the risk assessment performed for this site and will be discussed
in the alternatives evaluation.

ENFORCEMENT

No negotiations with potentially responsible parties (PRP) have
been conducted up to the present time. Information request let-
ters were sent out in May, 1986, to two companies in the Stage
Road industrial park; namely, Chenango Industries and Neil Guiles
Asphalt Company. The latter presently leases its property from
0'Brian Oil and Supply, who will also be receiving an information
request in the near future.

Enforcement efforts have been hampered by the lack of obvious
sources of contamination. The RI/FS has succeeded in determin-
ing the two most likely locations where contamination entered
the groundwaterj therefore, enforcement activity is now ex-
pected to increase as a result. The supplemental RI/FS which
will further investigate suspected source areas will be designed
to facilitate this enforcement effort.

The Town of Vestal has also initiated a claim'against Chenango
Industries pursuant to Section 112 of CERCLA for loss of well 1-1.

ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

The public health and environmental objectives of the RI/FS were
as follows:

• Contain the plume of contamination to mitigate further contami-
nation of public water supplies}

• Provide a safe, reliable water supply to the Town of Vestal; and

• Ensure that the quality and best use of the Susquehanna River
are not impaired.
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The objective of the proposed supplemental source control RI/PS
will be to determine.which, if any, source control measures would
be feasible and cost effective.

«̂
Initial Screening of Alternatives "*•

General remedial technologies that were initially considered in
the feasibility study were a variety of contaminant source con-
trols, groundwater decontamination methods and alternative
drinking water supplies (table 2). Since a supplemental source
control RI/FS will be performed in the near future, source
control technologies were eliminated from further consideration
at the present time.

Feasible remedial technologies were further developed into an
array of ten alternatives (table 3) which were then subjected to
a preliminary screening based on environmental, public health
and cost criteria. All of the alternatives were considered to
meet or exceed applicable or relevant and appropriate standards
as measured at the water supply well. An off-site disposal
alternative will be developed as part of the supplemental RI/FS, •
since source control technology might involve off-site disposal
of contaminated soils.

The preliminary screening of alternatives resulted in the elimi-
nation of six alternatives. Installation of extraction (inter-
ceptor) wells was eliminated based on technical problems in
nodeling the complex subsurface hydrogeology, with no guarantee
that extraction wells in combination with well 1-1 would effect
aquifer clean-up significantly faster than the continuation of
pumping well 1-1 alone. At the present time, it is estimated that
continued pumping"of well 1-1 will cleanse the aquifer in 20+
years. Also, there would be significantly higher costs to imple-
ment an extraction well alternative, with minimal benefits gained
through its implementation.

Provision of a supplemental water supply from either Johnson City
or Binghamton was eliminated because they would be an order of
magnitude higher in cost with no additional environmental benefits.

Installation of a new water supply well was eliminated due to
the uncertainty in siting a new well. There is no guarantee
that it would not encounter similar problems to those of wells
1-1 and 1-3.

The use of granular activated carbon to remove volatile organics
from well 1-1, either alone or in conjunction with a packed
column air stripper, was removed from further consideration
because of higher costs and greater difficulty of operation and
maintenance. At the present time, the environmental benefits of
air stripping with activated carbon over air stripping alone
are questionable; however, if the detailed design phase of this
project indicates a possibility of unreliable performance of
the packed column air stripper in achieving design standards.
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then the use of activated carbon with air stripping will be re-
examined at that tine. At a minimum, the packed column air strip-
per will be designed with the capability of future addition of
an activated carbon system should the Town of Vestal eventually
decide to implement additional treatment. -^

Detailed Analysis of Alternatives

The initial screening, therefore, refined the list of remedial
alternatives to the following:

* No action;

" Air stripping of well 1-1 as a primary water supply;

" Air stripping of well 1-1 as a secondary water supply; and

*' Provision of supplemental water supply from District 5.

A detailed analysis of these alternatives was then performed,
consistent with 40 CFR Part 300.68(i). The detailed analysis
of each alternative included refinement and specification of
alternatives in detail, with emphasis on use of established
technology; detailed cost estimation, including operation and
maintenance costs, and distribution of costs over time; evalua-
tion in terms of engineering implementation, reliability, and
constructability; assessment of the extent to which the alterna-
tive is expected to effectively prevent, mitigate, or minimize
threats to, and provide adequate protection of, public health;
and an analysis of any adverse environmental impacts.

Applicable or relevant and appropriate standards for this site
include this Agency's Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), which
have been proposed pursuant to the Safe Drinking Hater Act, and
New York State's groundwater quality standards established pur-
suant to the Clean Water Act. The applicable proposed MCLs are
for trichloroethylene (5 ug/1) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (200
ug/1). The applicable State standard is for trichloroethylene
(10 ug/1).

Complete costs associated with the alternatives are presented
in table 4. A summary of the alternatives evaluation follows.

No Action

The no action alternative is the continuation of the present
situation, which involves pumping well 1-1 to waste into the
Susquehanna River and using well 1-2 as the primary District
1 water supply, with well 1-3 acting as reserve capacity-
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This alternative has been proven to be technically feasible
and effective since it has already been implemented and has
been reliable over six years in terms of controlling^ the migra-
tion of the contaminant plume. Operation and maintenance (O&M)
is straightforward and approximates the normal operation of a
water supply well. This alternative also provides a source of
drinking water, i.e. well 1-2, whose water quality exceeds
applicable or relevant and appropriate standards. However, the
long-term reliability of using well 1-2 with 1-3 as reserve
capacity is questionable because of the limited options avail-
able in the event of mechanical failure or future contamination
of well 1-2. Also, this alternative includes the continued dis-
charge to the Susquehanna River of low levels of volatile
organic chemicals (VOCs) which, although not expected to create
a significant adverse environmental impact, is nevertheless a
negative feature of this alternative.

The present worth costs of the no action alternative are the
least of the four alternatives, although the costs of all four
alternatives are very similar and are not expected to play a
significant role in selection of a remedial alternative.

Air Stripping as Primary Water Supply
»

This alternative involves the installation of an air stripping
column approximately 40 feet in height (figure 7) near well
1-1, combined with retrofitting of the well's pump for the
desired flow rate and discharge pressure. To provide stripping
air to the column, a blower would be installed with the column.
A wet well and new effluent pump would be provided to pump the
treated water into the water supply distribution system. The
present discharge of well 1-1 into the Susquehanna River would
therefore be eliminated. Preliminary design calculations were
based on maximum expected influent VOC concentrations of approxi-
mately twice the maximum levels of contaminants found in the
last three years. To provide flexibility in the unlikely event
that VOC levels should rise above design levels, the column
would be designed so that either the column* height could be in-
creased or activated carbon technology could be added as second-
ary treatment.

The technical feasibility and effectiveness of a properly de-
signed packed column air stripper is well documented for vola-
tile organic contaminants. OfcM is not complicated, and actual
construction would be relatively easy and rapid. Since well
1-1 would continue to be pumped as it is under the no action
alternative, the plume of contamination would still be effec-
tively controlled. The effluent from the stripper would provide
capacity for the average daily demand of District 1, with well
1-2 used as reserve capacity. The air stripper will be designed
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to achieve an effluent limit which will approximate the level
associated with a 10~*> increase in cancer due to chronic tri-
chloroethylene exposure. The system will also be capable of
achieving an effluent limit of less than 1 ug/1 for trichloro-
ethylene, which is considered the detection limit, -Jherefore,
this alternative will exceed applicable or appropriate and rele-
vant standards, providing a very high level of public health
protection with no significant increase in cost. The long-term
reliability of District 1's water supply will also be returned
to the level that existed prior to contamination of well 1-1.

Emissions from the air stripper will consist of extremely low •
levels of chlorinated hydrocarbons which will pose no chronic
or sub-chronic health threats to downfield receptors. Any
potential impacts to the biota of the Susquehanna River will
also be eliminated.

The present worth costs of this alternative are slightly greater
than the no action alternative, but less than the other alterna-
tives that survived preliminary screening.

« •
Air Stripping as Secondary Water Supply

This alternative involves the same air stripping technology,
design criteria and operation and maintenance as the previously
discussed alternative. It would differ primarily in that well
1-1 would supplement well 1-2 as reserve capacity and would
function as a primary water supply only in the event of a shut-
down of .well 1-2. At times when well 1-1 was being pumped to
the distribution system, it would first be treated by the
packed tower aeration system. At other times, well 1-1 would
be pumped to the Susquehanna River without treatment.

^t

The technical feasibility and effectiveness of this alternative
do not vary from the previous one. The reliability of the
system in exceeding applicable or appropriate and relevant
standards is slightly greater, since the treated water from
well 1-1 would only be used occasionally, and at those times it
would be blended with uncontaminated water from well 1-2. Bow-
ever, reliability of air stripping technology is high enough
BO that this advantage is considered minor.

Periodic untreated discharge of well 1-1 into the Susquehanna
River might have minimal adverse environmental impacts. Emis-
sions from the air stripper would be similar to those associated
with the previous alternative, but on an intermittent basis.

This alternative is greater in present worth costs than the
operation of well 1-1 as a primary water supply due to the
Additional power costs associated with periodic pumping to
uaste of well 1-1•
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Supplemental Water Supply Prom District S

Under this alternative, well 5-1 would be retrof itted^rith a pump-
ing capacity of 1 MGD, and Districts 1 and 5 would be^ntercon-
nected with an additional transmission pipe to make one district*
Wells 1-2 and 5-1 would then act as backup to each other with
each having the capacity (1 MGD) to supply the current peak
demand of both districts. A new 10-inch diameter transmission
pipe would be installed between Districts 1 and 5 (figure 8) to
supplement the existing connection. The new pipe would be
sized to carry approximately 500* gpm, while the existing pipe
carries approximately 200 gpm. The exact pipeline route would
be determined during the design phase in addition to a more
detailed evaluation of the pressure differentials and water
usage. Well 1-1 would continue to be pumped to waste into the
Susquehanna River.

The technical feasibility and effectiveness of this alternative
is virtually guaranteed. O&M would be straightforward and
would approximate the normal operation of a water supply well. .
In addition, it would provide a high degree of long-term relia-
bility for District l*s water needs. However, this reliability
is contingent upon well 5-1, presently untreated, continuing to
produce high quality water. This alternative would also take
somewhat longer to implement than the air stripping alternatives,
and would involve temporary construction impacts along the pipe-
line route, which would mostly traverse previously disturbed
rights-of-ways. Untreated discharge of well 1-1 into the
Susquehanna River would continue under this alternative, which
would not be expected to create a significant adverse environ-
mental impact. p

This is the most expensive of the four alternatives in terms
of total present worth.

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

The appropriate extent of remedy shall be determined by EPA's
•election of a cost-effective remedial alternative that effec-
tively mitigates and minimizes threats to and provides adequate
protection of public health and welfare and the environment.
This will normally require selection of a remedy that attains
or exceeds applicable or relevant and appropriate federal and
state public health and environmental requirements that have
been identified for the site.

Each of the alternatives selected for detailed evaluation is
considered an appropriate extent of remedy within the above
definition. Based on meetings with New York State, its con-
sultants, the Town of Vestal and the public on the RI/PS,
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it is recommended that air stripping of well 1-1 with subsequent
distribution of the treated water as District 1's primary water
supply be selected as the remedial action for this project.
Detailed capital cost estimates for the recommended alternative
are given in table 5.

This alternative is only slightly higher in cost than the low-
est cost alternative i.e. no action, yet provides greater relia-
bility and flexibility for the District 1 water supply by means
of the restoration of District 1's water supply to full capacity,
discontinues the present untreated discharge of well 1-1 to the
Susquehanna River* and has a wide measure of Town and public
support.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Community perception of the Vestal well 1-1 contamination
problem has been an important factor in placing this site on
the Superfund National Priorities List. Chlorinated solvents
were discovered in water from well 1-1 in April 1980. In < *
response to several groundwater contamination problems in
Vestal, the Purity of Waters Committee was set up. Numerous
public meetings were held to discuss the issue and a large
measure of public concern was expressed. Considerable local
press regarding the issue contributed to public awareness.
Since the NPL listing in December 1982, public concern has
subsided, and the townspeople have been generally satisfied
that appropriate action is being taken and that no contaminated
water is being consumed. However, there is still concern
regarding the potential spread of contamination. In order to
avoid additional.-public concern, the Vestal Town Board adopted
a 1 ug/1 cleanup criterion for any single VOC prior to putting
well 1-1 back on/line. The selected alternative will be capable
of achieving that criterion.

Specific concerns that were raised during the public comment
period, including comments made at the public meeting held on
June 10, 1986, at Town Ball in Vestal (figure 9), are answered
in the Responsiveness Summary.

CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS

At the present time, there are no federal environmental laws
other than the Safe Drinking Water Act which are applicable to
implementing the selected remedial action at this tit**

Trichloroethylene has been chosen by EPA for evaluation and
possible future regulation pursuant to the Clean Air Act's
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP).
However, such regulation will likely not be promulgated for 1-2
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years. At the present tine, EPA believes that the risk assess-
ment performed for the operation of the packed column «ir strip-
per has sufficiently demonstrated the extremely low ri£K associ-
ated with the predicted level of air emissions on likely receptor
areas, using worst case assumptions throughout the analysis.

FUTURE ACTIONS

A second operable unit consisting of source control remedial
measures may be implemented following the supplemental RI/FS and
issuance of a subsequent EPA Record of Decision. Source control
measures may be a cost-effective means of expediting the treatment
of the contaminated groundwater.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Preliminary cost estimates for the O&N of the packed column
air stripper are given in table 6.

A detailed description and schedule of O&M procedures, including
such activities as instrument readings, influent/effluent
sampling, equipment inspections, and maintenance of a spare
parts inventory will be developed as part of the design phase
of the project.

Once CERCLA trust fund eligibility for O&N costs expires, O&M
costs will then be borne by either the Town of Vestal or the
State of New York or both.
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Record of Decision 6/30/86

Initiate Negotiations with PRP's 7/86

Negotiations Successful* Negotiations Unsuccessful**

Sign Administrative Order
on Consent

Amend Cooperative Agreement 9/66

Design

Construction

Select Contractor

Approve Contract and
Initiate Design

Initiate Construction

Complete Construction

12/86

8/87

12/87

6/88

•Subsequent activity dates are subject to length of negotiations*
**Assumes State lead on design and the availability of funds in
September, 1986.
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PUBLIC MEETING
7:00 PM—June 10,1986

TOWN HALL i
Vestal Parkway West—Vestal, N.Y.

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC) will be holding a public meeting to explain and discuss the
remedial investigation and feasibility study (RI/FS) that was carried

' out to determine the source, and extent of contamination that waa
identified in one of the town of Vestal's water aupply wells. In 1980
volatile organic chemicals, primary trichloroethane (TCA),
dichloroethylene (DCK), dichloroethane (DCA) and trichloroethylene
(TCE) all common degreasers, were found in the town's wster supply
well 1-1 located between the end of pump house road and the
Susquehena River, a little west of North Main Street. The well waa
taken out of service and not used to avoid introducing contaminants
Into the town's drinking water supply.

During the remedial investigation, Ecology i Environment, Inc.,
.an engineering firm under contract to DEC, installed seven monitoring
wells, seven soil borings, and collected samples of air, aurface water*
groundwater and soils for chemical analysis. It was found that
contamination was primarily limited to groundwater in an area to the
northwest of Stage Road. It was determined that the contamination
was not migrating toward the town's two other municipal supply wells
locntecfto the west of well 1-1. . Currently, the possibility of public
contact with the contaminants is very limited. The town wfll.
however, continue to monitor the water supply wells closely to insure
that they remain uncontaminated.

In addition to the field investigation, a Feasibility Study was *
conducted to evaluate various remedial plans for containing the plume
and ensuring a safe, adequate supply of drinking-water for the Town
of Vestal. Several plans capable of achieving these objectives were
developed and are presented in a report entitled, "Remedial-
Investigation Report,"Risk Assessment, and Feasibility Study for
Water Supply Well 1-1 Site, Veatal, New York". The report is
available for review in the Vestal Public Library and the Vestal Town
Clerk's office.

During the next month these alternatives wfll be evaluated and
one will be selected as the recommended alternative. You are
encouraged to attend the public meeting, read the report and provide
any input that may help to select the best alternative.

* * •

If you have any questions or need additional.information please
call Jeffrey Brandow P.E. at 518/457-5677 or call 1-800-342-9296 and
leave a recorded message and we wfll get back to you.

00!
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CCNCRM. RESPONSE: ACTIONS wo
ASSOCIATED REMEDIAL TtCHNOLOGICS

Cbntaiiinant Seure* Centre! Mttneda

• Install grounoVatar cutoff Mils

• Source elimination

CrounoVatar Decenta»ination Mathoda

• Install an interceptor wall

• Continut to puap Nail 1-1 to Mata (No action)

• Traat Mall 1.1

• Traat tha

Mttmativa Orinfcino W>t«r Supoliea

• Treat Hall 1-5

o Hater oupply froa Diatriet No. 5

• Hater oupply froo Johnson City

• .Hater oupply froo Binghooton

• Install o mm voter oupply vail in Hater Diatriet No. 1
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NAtCR OlSfllCf NO. 1 OPERA? MS CHMACTeftlSIICS

ftttmdU
Ma Action

AlrStrlppliuj
Hall 1>1*

Air Stripping
wall 1-1*»

CAC Adaorptlon
•all 1-1

tafclned Air
Stripping/PC
ArfearpUon Nail
1.1

Air Stripping
Extraction Nail
and Wall LI

Motor Supply fro*
OlatrlcfNo* »

Motor Supply froo
JbhnaonClty

MotorSupply fro*

Now Motor Supply
Moll

Vail 1-1
toNaoto

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
•

Water Supply Sourcea In Operation

Moll 1-1 Noll 1.2 Nell 1.] Extraction
to Dlatrl- to Oiatrl- to Diatrl- Well

out ion but ion but ion to Neata

X Y

Y X

X Y

Y X

Y X

•

V X X

X

X

X

X

Supplaoantal
Nater Supply

Y

Y

Y

Y

X • M rwll capacity.
V • Da auppla«ntal aupply.

•Itolna Vail 1-J a* tha prlvary auaply
••Ualna Ntll 1-1 aa the prlaary aupply

Mall 1-1 aa aupplaajant.
Nail 1>2 aa aupplMmt.

o
o
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CSTDMTCD COSTS FOR ROCDIAL ALTCRWTXVES

Altttnative

No Action

Air Stripping Vtll 1.1"

Air Stripping Mall Lit

Capital Coat
(!)

0

309,400

989,400

0 4 N
Coats

<S/yr)

1*0,500

158,200

119,750

Praamt
North* of

0 AN
Caata
($)

1,513,000

1 ,491 ,300

1,128,900

Total
PreaBfit
North
(S)

1.313,000

1,880,700

1,318,300

;0 01

Iteter S«*oly froi District
Mo. 5 426.300 155,400 1,4*6,800 1,893,100

•frnent with baa* en 70 yeara at IK (f/A • 9.4269).
••Using Nell 1-2 m the priwry wpply and Mtll 1-1 M wpplMtnt.

Vtll 1-1 •• UN erlMry supply and Nell 1-2 M supplant.

• tecycajdpaper
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ESTIMATED CAPITA. COST OF AIR STRIPPING NELL 1-1

Building Conet ruction and Nateriale $135,500

Equipment (PKted Coltan, BoMin, 103,400
>, Controls, etc.)

IiwtruMntctlon end Electrical

Subtotal
•

CnginMtlng and Contingency • 3%

Total

001
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Tobls

ESTIMATE 0 ft N COSTS OF AIR STRIPPING MOL LI

001

f S Sapling

Q

$ 143,300»o $ 104tB50t

2,500 * 2,500

1,000 1,000

Nslnttnsnc* Mstsrlsls 11.400 11.400

f 1M,200/yr $ 119,750/yr

Prvssnt Vbrthtt $ 1,491,500 81,128,900

•for blown, testing, vcntUttlon, lighting, wd
inerwtntsl cost* for pwping Mttr to top of eolwn.

••Based on Mill 1-1 M the supploisntil cupply (from
Tsblt 3>1).

fB*Mrf on Hkir 1-1 M in* priMrjr M^ply (froi Toblt

on JO yssr» • IB
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Question No.

RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY

VESTAL WATER SUPPLY WELL 1-1

Vestal Public Meeting
June 10, 1986

1 What are the interrelationships between DSEPA, NYSDEC,
and the Town of Vestal?

Answeri NYSDEC is the lead agency for the Vestal Well
1-1 RI/FS

USEPA is funding the study through the Superfund
program*

Town of Vestal is participating in the project as a
reviewer of the study.

2. Several questions were asked about the emissions from
the air stripping tower and the means for
controlling the emissions.

Answer* The risk assessment that was performed as part
of this project determined that the expected levels of
chlorinated hydrocarbons that will be emitted from the
tower will be extremely low and will pose no significant
level of risk to the highest impact receptors; therefore,
no controls of air emissions are considered necessary
at .this time.

3. Bow will the installation of the remedial alternative
be funded?

Answer» Funding of the remedial alternative is broken
down as followss

90% USEPA
10% NYSDEC

The Town of Vestal would operate the system as its own
treatment plant after installation.

Hill Vestal be reimbursed for the manpower used in
operation of the system?

Answer: EPA will pay for operation and maintenance
costs for a period of time to be specified at a later
date. The actual long term agreements for operation of
the remedial system will be worked out between NYSDEC
and the Town of Vestal.
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Questlon No.

5 Who makes the decision on selection of the alterative?

Answer; The ultimate decision is made by USEPA, but they
will consider all information including comments and suggestions
by NYSDEC, The Town of Vestal, and the public.

£. What are the time frames for implementation that apply in
this case?

Answer:

o EPA will issue a record of decision (ROD) by June
30. 1986.

o The next phase 1s the detail design phase which will take
approximately one year to complete. However, I must
point out Federal Superfund Program has not been re-
authorized. So, some delays will occur as a result.*

o Construction of the remedial alternative should begin
within 18 months of Initiation of the
design phase.

7 Are there air strippers presently in place and operating
effectively right now?

Answer; Yes, there are 13 Superfund sites using this
* technology for removal of volatile organics from water.

The technology Is not new, although this application 1s
new. •

8. Several questions were asked regarding analytical results.
How many water samples were taken? Was any gasoline detected?
What analyses were conducted? What 1s the long term trend for
pollutants? Are your results comparable with previous
results?

Answer; Thirty-two water samples were collected. Twenty-
six samples were collected from groundwater monitoring
wells, one sample was collected from the public well 1-1,
and five surface water samples were collected from the wet-
land area east of Chenengo Industries. All samples were
analyzed for priority pollutant volatile organics and three
samples (Including well 1-1) were analyzed for all priority
pollutants. There was no evidence of gasoline detected in
any of the samples.
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Question No.

8 -;
(Cont'd.) The general long term trend for groundwaterContamination 1s a

gradual, but continual decline. Initial concentrations were
on the order of 1.5 - 2 parts per million (pom); the levels
detected In April 1985 were 241 parts per billion (ppb). The
analytical results to date are all comparable.The labora-
tories Involved have been certified by the state and must meet
stringent Quality Control/Quality Assurance programs.

9 Several questions were asked about the contaminant
problem and the pumping of well 1-1.

Answer: Well 1-1 acts as a curtain to prevent migration of
contaminants down gradient to wells 1-2 and 1-3. A cone
of Influence 1s developed near well 1-1 drawing 1n ground-
water and contaminants from the contaminated plume. If
well 1-1 1s shut off, the contaminated groundwater could
move 1n the direction of wells 1-2 and 1-3. «n

10 Are you aware of the gasoline problem at Rodrlquez's
Restaurant? What direction 1s the gasoline migrating?

Answer; Yes, we are aware of the problem. This particular
problem 1s being handled under NYSDEC's Gas and 011 Spill
Program. NYSDEC's regional oil spill engineer 1s currently
developing a program to address localization and remediation
of the problem.

11 Several questions were asked regarding the source of the
groundwater aquifer supplying the public well field.

Answer; The majority of the groundwater supplying the
well field comes from percolation of surface runoff Into
the underlying soils beginning 1n the hills to the south of
the Susquehanna River. In addition, some water Is pulled
In from the Susquehanna River, although this source 1s very
minor. The public wells draw water from 120-130 feet below
ground surface which 1s decidedly deeper than than the
bottom of the Susquehanna River.

12 Are water districts 1 and 5 currently connected by a water
main?

Answer: Yes. However, the water main 1s quite small and
has a very United capacity for meeting the demands of either
district.
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Questlon No.

13 Are pollutants being pulled to the well field ̂ om the
Endicott area?

Answer; There 1s a very low likelihood that contaminants
are being drawn from the Endicott area. Groundwater does
flow toward the river, which 1s the lowest point 1n the
hydrogeological plane, and there Is a down valley flow of
water which would restrict the groundwater from flowing to
the Vestal well field.

14 Why does cost effectiveness play a role 1n selection of
a remedial measure? .

•

Answer; All options Identified 1n the feasibility study are
capable of rectifying the water supply problems of Vestal.
However, the cost of Implementing these alternatives vary
and, tiv.some cases, are extremely high when compared toother
feasible options. Consequently, cost'becomes a deciding factor
1n screening some of the alternatives.

«

15 Was there any evidence obtained which Indicated surface spills
may have occurred or certain material may have corroded through
sewer lines?

Answer; We conducted an evaluation of soils 1n the near sur-
face area around the "hot spots" and found no evidence of
spills. An additional survey will analyze the soils near
the sewer line on stage road for evidence of contamination.

16 7 Has there been any check on contaminant migration between
wells 1-1 and 1-2? Are there monitoring wells 1n this area?
What analyses were conducted?

Answer: R.J. Martin Engineers Installed at least 15 monitoring
wells in the well field area around wells 1-1 and 1-2. We
sampled all of these wells and conducted priority pollutant
volatile organic analyses on the samples. All sampling re-
sults confirm that contamination 1s currently being captured
by well 1-1.

17 Several questions were asked regarding safety devices on well
1-1 and monitoring water quality of well 1-1 during operation.

Answer: The specific details of any operation, maintenance,
and monitoring programs will be developed during the detailed
design phase and 1s dependent upon the specifications of the
system. It 1s planned that there will be some means of con-
tinually checking the operation of the well pump and air
studying unit.
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18 What are the maintenance costs associated with operation
of the air stripping tower? .i..

Answert Those costs are provided in the Feasibility
Study and estimated to be $ll,000/year without a granular
activated carbon filter.

19 Has a responsible party been determined? Are they bound
to respond to the letter?

Answeri The RP (responsible party) has not been identified
at this point in time. USEPA has sent out letters requesting
information on the processes and operations of Chenango
Industries and Guiles Asphalt to determine whether the
materials and chemicals used by these industries are the
same compounds found in the groundwater. The purpose of
this effort is to recoup costs associated with the remedial
investigation, design and implementation of the selected .
alternative. The addressees are required to respond to
the letters.

20 Will you proceed with the project if no responsible party
is identified?

Answer; USEPA is prepared to fund the design and ultimately
the construction of the selected alternative.

21 Will there be any further testing?

Answer: Yes. We need to define the precise extent of
contaminated soils in the areas near the "hot spots".

22 Are we sitting on a time bomb? Won't this project have
funding problems because of passage of the Gramm Ruddman
Act?

Answert We do not anticipate a problem with funding
once Superfund is reauthorized. In 1980 the Superfund
program was funded for $1.6 billion for five years. Both
the Bouse and the Senate intend to fund the Superfund
program at about the $9 billion level over five years.
The main question that needs to be resolved concerns the
source of funding.

23 Bow was the pollution originally discovered?

Answert In 1978, there was a spill of a volatile, organic
compound and as a result, all the public supply wells
were checked. As it turned out, the contamination
discovered in wells 1-1 and 4-2, were unrelated to the
•pill.
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24 Your survey of the sewer pipes indicates they are
in good shape. Do you think contamination could
have come from these lines? Are there any dis-
charges to the sewer lines that can cause leaks
in these lines?

Answer: The sewer lines were recently replaced
and presently there is no contamination leaking
from the lines. It is hard to say what historical
leaks occurred from the sewer lines. Part of the
additional study will look at the soils near the
sewer lines. The analyses we ran on samples
taken in the sewer, confirmed tetrachloroethylene
was present, however; no caustic materials were
identified.

25 Is there a SPDES permit that has been issued for
the discharge of Nell 1-1? If so, could DEC be a *
responsible party?

Answer: Yes, there has been a SPDES permit issued.
DEC would not be considered a responsible party.

26 Are there any underground tanks in the area?

Answer: We have no indication that underground
storage tanks are present in the area.

27 ^ Risk assessments are very confusing, and never
'"" straight forward. Did you evaluate health problems?
' Were there any direct health studies?

Answer: We did undertake to protect human health by
selecting an alternative that will neet the criterion
of trichloroethylene in drinking water corresponding
to a 10~6 cancer risk, which approximates the non-
detectable goal of the Town of Vestal. We did not
undertake any epidemiological studies. The
results of these studies are difficult to interpret
and should be left in the hands of research institu-
tions.

What is the final recommended remedial alternative?

28 Answer: Well 1-1 will be continually pumping, it
will be the primary water supply for water distri-
bution. The water will be treated with an air
stripping system to remove the volatile organics to
below detectable levels. Well 1-2 will be used as
a supplemental supply when peak demand exceeds the
capacity of well 1-1.
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29

Comments:

Why are the two artesian wells tast of the welft-field not
considered 1n the feasibility study as a possible alternative
source?

Answer: Town engineers adressed this question and Indicated
the information available on the wells was too limited and
extrapolation of production capacities from the data would
be too misleading. There have been no formal detailed
hydrological studies performed on the area. These studies
would be necessary before the capacities of the wells could
be fully assessed.

Several people urge including a granular activated carbon
filter as a polishing system on the water from Well 1-1
prior to distributing it to water district 1. v

There are 68 housing units scheduled to be built in the
Castle Gardens area in Water district 5. I don't think
we (Town of Vestal) can afford to pump well 1-1 continually
without using the water. I don't think the water supply
would hold up.

A comment was made regarding the success of the superfund
program and mention was made that the program was not
very effective.

Response: USEPA Indicated their program was very success-
ful to date and had numerous remedial actions already func-
tioning. NY50EC Indicated the comment was probably addressing
the State superfund program and Indicated the governor had
raised the funding level to $30 million per year and had
proposed a )1.4 billion bond program as a long term funding
source for the superfund problems.
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Written comments were received from four parties during the public
comment period: The Town of Vestal, Mrs. Roger Kilmer, Susquehanna Sierra
Club, and the Vestal Conservation Advisory Commission. Several of the
comments contained in these letters duplicate remarks made at*the
June 10, 1986 public meeting; however, separate responses will be provided
In this section.

Comment: All four letters urge that an adsorption unit of granular
activated carbon (GAC) be added to the water treatment system
as a supplement to the recommended air stripper. The principal
reasons given are that the GAC unit would ensure non-detectable
levels in the treated water in the event of unanticipated
increases in contaminant levels at the wellhead or the
appearance of previously undetected contaminants. The four
cor«r-.r.tQrs indicate that the use of GAC is imperative if there
is to be public confidence In the treatment system.

Response: The final treatment system which will be installed on Well 1-1
will be designed to achieve non-detectable levels of organic
compounds in the treated water under any forseeable situation.
It is currently anticipated that an air stripper alone can be
designed to accomplish this goal. During the design phase
of the project, this question will be examined in greater
detail. If there is any reason, at that point, to believe that
an air stripper alone will not be capable of achieving the
stated goal, then the use of GAC would be re-evaluated. In

. any event, the system will be designed with sufficient
flexibility to allow a GAC adsorption unit to be added at a
future date, if necessary.

Comment: A commen$or suggested that "all appropriate measures be taken
to retain air quality" In regard to the air emissions from the
air stripper.

Response: As part of the risk assessment which was part of the study,
a very conservative analysis of the air emissions from the
stripper Indicated that contaminant concentrations will be
substantially below acceptable ambient levels (aal's) for the
compounds present. It was therefore concluded that no action
would be required.

Comment: Two commentors Indicated concern about trace levels of
contamination near monitoring wells 1-20 and 1-22 and felt
that more Investigation was needed In this area.

Response: A supplementary field Investigation 1s planned to further define
potential source areas. This field Investigation will Include
additional sampling in the area around wells 1-20 and 1-22.
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Comment: Three commentors Indicated concern over the appearance of
several organic compounds in recent sampling of Well 5-1 and
felt that the situation should be investigated.

Response: This study-was Intended to address the contamination problem
at Well 1-1. Well 5-1 was Indirectly involved because of its
consideration as an alternate water supply to Distinct 1. Any
evaluation of Well 5-1 is beyond the scope of this study and
it is suggested that questions regarding the quality of water
from Well 5-1 be addressed to the Broome County Health
Department.

Comment: One commentor Indicated that it would be desirable to be able
to see the Well 1-1 discharge to ensure that the well is pumping
continuously.

Response: Under the proposed remedial plan, this discharge will be
eliminated. Presently, the Town of Vestal has indicated that
they regularly monitor the discharge to ensure that it continues
uninterrupted.

Comment: Two commentors wondered if the Well 1-1 discharge to the
Susquehanna River was contaminating downstream wells. •

Response: The organic compounds in the Well 1-1 discharge are immediately
diluted to well below detectable levels; therefore, there would
be no measurable impact on downstream wells.

•i

Comment: One commentor suggested that further Investigation is necessary
to define source areas and determine responsible parties.

Response: Additional .investigation is planned for this purpose.

Comment: One commentor suggested that a rigorous monitoring program would
be required after the air stripper 1s Installed.

Response: An extensive monitoring program will be developed during the
design phase and will be Implemented following installation
of the air stripper.

Comment: One commentor suggested that the entire Vestal area should
have been studied.

Response: While this may be a good Idea, it 1s clearly beyond the scope
of this study.

Comment: One commentor felt that Choconut Creek should have been studied.

Response: Choconut Creek 1s too far downgradient to be affecting Hell 1-1
and therefore was not studied as part of this Investigation.
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torment: One commentor Indicated that she was very concerned about health
problems 1n the area and felt that, 1n general, wore needs to be
done to protect groundwater.

Response: Both the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation agretthat
protection of our groundwater resources is extremely Important.
Progress has been made and both agencies are committed to
expanding on these efforts. In regard to health problems in the
Town of Vestal, it is suggested that the commentor contact
either the Broome County Health Department or the New York State
Department of Health with any questions she may have.

Comment: One commentor Indicated her disappointment with the lack of
participation by elected and local officials at the public
meeting.

Response: State and local officials were given advance notice of the
public meeting. Respresentatives of the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency were involved in the
presentation at the meeting. In addition, representatives ,
of the Town of Vestal and the Broome County Health Department
were present in the audience. If the commentor feels that other
individuals should have been present at the meeting, it 1s
suggested that she contact those people directly.



Jeffrey Brando P.E.S
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June 16, 19B6

Suggestions and comments were asked for at the meeting June, 10, at
The Vestal Town Hall. Here are my concerns..

The meeting was sincere and interesting, and instructive* One thing
1 question? Do we have positive proof that the Air Filtration sys-
tem proposed, will work on this great amount of Toxic pollution, in
such a polluted area, or are we making an educated guest, and exper-
imenting? Even if the above statement may be true, I still say try
it, but add the Charcoal filtration also.

As we all know,, the Toxic pollution in that area is almost impossible
to correct, with present Government funds. I was appaled to hear our
Town Supervisor say no one drank the toxic polluted water* No one
knows how long Well 1-1 has been polluted, or how long people in
wwll district 1, drank the water.

This whole area has only one sole source Acqulfer, and it is time
Foderal, State, and Local Governments, along with Health Departments,
13'A, and DSC, realize the seriousness of that Acquifer, being per-
mfintly polluted. There is an old adage, "A stitch in time saves nine11.
Out of ignorance and neglect, no one took those stitches. If that Acqu-
fer is not protected, this whole area will become a disaster'area.

YesI Ve need well1-1, district 1 on line. If you are positive the
proposed process will work, proceed post haste.. There oust also be
instituted, along with the installation, a constant testing, of the
water,, at least, once a month.

The Susquehannah river is over much of the Aquifer, and even DEC gives
SP.EDI permits, without proper aupervislon. It is wrong that you
ar« limited to the pollution, only in the Stage Road area. Vestal is
surrounded by hills. Water runs down hill* If my knowledge is correct,
all of Vestals well-districts, follow the aquifer, in low lying areas.
It is not your fault, but the whole area should have been studied, for
poiislble pollution.

1-3
It was said at the meeting, that well 1-1 draws its water from the
river. However a Gentleman, highly qualified, told me well 1-3 draws
nont of its water, from Choconut Creek. That creek a few years back
watt called the most polluted oreek, in New York State. There is a
drnlnage ditch at the North end of Circle Drive, s short distance
above well 1-3, which flows into the creek. In hot summer months,
the ditch reeks with the odor of raw sewage. Ve notified the Town,
they turned it over to the County Board of.Health, and later we con-
tacted our Represenatlve on the County Board of Supervisors, yet to
date, nothing has been done to correct the situation. Do you wonder
some of us worry about our wellsT
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Yes, I questioned that well -5 could be of help If necessary. My
reaeone- I heard a discussion by the Town Council, sometime back,
that a conectlon should be made with Pi strict 1, in ease well -5
ran out of water. Z do not know the exact location of well -5. What
I do know is, that to the right, as you enter Castle Harden, there
was a amnlciple dump* Alao much of that area Is subject £o flooding.
Now 68 units of housing are being built where many in^that area re-
ported barrels being burled. Some bellve they had contained Totic
Chemicals. I understand both the Town and DSC took the word of the
owner, that they were empty, and harmless. Z greatly doubt that well
-5, has ever been tested for Toxic Chemicals.

The handful of concerned Citizens that net with you, are very know-
legable about most of Vestals polluted areas. Some have for years,
studied, checked, researched* and pleaded for help. A precious few
finally succeeded in getting DEC and Z?A to help us. We still have
much we are concerned about, such as the State spraying near our
wells, Chemlawn and similar Company lee spraying Toxic Chemicals on
Lawns, which later drain into our water supply, and etc.*

Can anyone, DECT, EPA, or whomever keep up with or ahead of all the
Toxics being Bade and spread across our Land? Hopefully the Air Fur-
Ifer will work, but it is only a band-aid applied to a small area,
when a Major Operation should be performed* «

The hope that this Country will not succeed In Its own self destruc-
tion, lies with our Younger Generation. Z" found new hope, as Z lis-
tened to you 5 Young Ken, who conducted the meeting* Only when the
people we elect to Govern us, fully support and work with those try-
Ing to solve these problems, will they be corrected. While you are
answering questions, reclevlng crltlslzism, working under adverse
conditions, picture a Drill Sargent, saying, Heads up, chest ou$,
stomach in. Forward March* Good Luck*

Sincerely,

Vannlta Kilmer
804 Circle Dr., H*.
Vestal, V.Y. 13850

phoae-607- 785- 5973
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TOWN OF VESTAL . SUPERVISOR
ROM M. Fairbrother

605 V«iaJ P«**iy Wctt
Voul, New Yotfc 13850 „ '** , TOWN COUNCIL

Harold Bcnnen
TELEPHONE-748-1514 X^ ~",-._-. x_---—«• .-' Joye.Hoehdoerfer
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. -g Fnnk Valletta

June 18, 1986

Mr. Jeff Brandov, Sr. Sanitary Engineer

50 Wolff Road
Albany, HY 12233-0001

Dear Mr. Brandov:

The Vestal Town Board has carefully reviewed the "Remedial Inves-
tigation Report, Risk Assessment and Feasibility Study for Water Supply
Wen 1-1 Site, Vestal, Rev York" as prepared for the Hev York State
Department of Environmental Conservation by Ecology and Environment, Inc.
Board members vere also present at the Public Bearing held June 10, 1986
In the Vestal Town Ball,

To re-establish the confidence of the residents vithin the community,
emphasis must be to provide safe vater vith non-detectable levels of con-
taminants. Residents of Vestal demand quality vater.

The Tovn Board Is of the opinion that Well 1-1 should be used as the
primary source of,-supply for the distribution system. By treating Well 1-1,
it vould prevent further migration of the plume of the contamination and
also provide safe drinking vater.

The position of the Tovn Board remains firm in providing vater vith
non-detectable levels of contamination and is convinced that treatment
for present and future use of Well 1-1 vould be the installation of an Air
Stripper and Carbon Adsorption System. Federal and State standards for
acceptable levels of contaminants vill. In all probability, change and
any remedial action to upgrade the requirements must be satisfied.

An air stripping/granular carbon adsorption system is being installed
to treat Well fc-2. This veil has been pumped to vaste since 19&0. A
remedial action plan vas determined through litigation. The concentration
of volatile organics In Well l»-2 vas less than the levels la Veil 1-1. The
determination to use the dual system vas to be sure the level of contamina-
tion is non-detectable, and to provide quality vater to the residents of
the area.

Installing the Air Stripper/Carbon Adsorption System on Well 1-1 vould
insure non-detectable levels of contamination, provide the confidence that
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residents need, and vould be consistent vith Well l»-2. .jj.

The Tovn Board also favors a plan to continue the investigation to
identify the source of the contamination as a means to protect the aquifer
and to prevent the migration of the pollutants.

Air quality vas another factor discussed by the Town Board. The
Study states that "treatment of the air discharge from the air stripping
tower is not anticipated to be necessary" but it vas the opinion of
a Councilman that all appropriate measures be taken to retain air quality.

The report vas very comprehensive, and the Tovn Board appreciates
all that is being done to aid the Tovn of Vestal to remedy a complex
problem. Thank you.

Rose M. Fairbrother,
Supervisor
Tovn of Vestal
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SUSQUEHANNA
SIERRA June 18,

»>O Bos §72, Endleett, N.V.. 1«7«0

Jeffrey E. Brandow P.E.
Bureau of Eastern Remedial Action
Division of Solid & Hazardous Vaste
50 Volf Rd. nA-A.̂ -- <
Albany, H.Y. 12233-0001

RE: Remedial Investigation Report, Risk Assessment and Feasibility Study
for Vater Supply Well 1-1 site, Vestal, H.Y.

Dear Mr. Brandow,

The Susquehanna Group Sierra Club would like to submit the following
comments concerning the Veil 1-1 study.

The town of Vestal does not do a full 127 priority pollutant scan
on their wells because of the tremendous expense Involved and it is not
known exactly what pollutants are present at any given tine, therefore'
we strongly recommend combined air stripping and GAC adsorption on
Veil 1-1. The air stripping would remove the volatile organics we know to
be present and the carbon adsorption would polish off any remaining pollutants.
GAC would also remove non-volatile organics.

There was concern at the public hearing that the effluent being pumped
from Veil 1-1 is no longer visible above the water surface to ease the
public's ydnd that Veil 1-1 is continually pumping to waste to protect the
integrity of working wells 1-2 and 1-3. The chemicals in the effluent
would receive further aeration and treatment above the water surface. The
people are worried that there may be an electrical or pump failure. On a
previous occasion the well pumping was abut off for a period of three weeks.
(Sept. 18, 1980 clipping attached.) If this visual pumping would cause a
safety problem, hazard signs could be posted in the area. It is a coonon
•igbt to see people fishing in the discharge area. Perhaps posting of
iliftii is a necessity to protect public health and welfare. Are these fish
safe to consume?

Veil 1-3 is thought to recharge from the river. Isn't it possible that
the discharge from Veil 1-1 pumping to waste -could show up In 1-3? Vhere
is the trans, 1,2 dlchloroethylene coming from"in Veil 1-3? Vhere is the
chemical soup coming from in Veil 5-1? (last page in your report) (1-3 data
on page 1-12).

In aerial contamination maps of volatile organics, trichloroetbylene,
1,1,1-trichloroethane, toluene, benzene, etc. are appearing la cloee
iproadaity to Veils 1-2 and 1-3. There could possibly be a correlation
between the present Dept. of Environmental Conservation/Rodriguez restaurant
(gasoline investigation and some of this contamination. Perhaps these two



investigations should be combined.
_ *

Further Investigation is necessary to pinpoint the source ̂ nd find
the responsible party or parties. "̂

The public information hearing vas most informative and we thank
you for the privilege of commenting.

Tours truly,

001

Vivian Stevens, Chairman
Susquehanna Croup Sierra Club
820 North Circle Drive
Vestal, Hew York 13850

(607) 748-9865
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Well pumping resumes after halt
ByPAlTSHUKOVSKV

A highly-polluted Vestal municipal weB that is
iwppcM-d lo be continually pumping water into the
IJuiqucbanna River to prevent we spread of pollu-
tion to two other nearby town wells was ihut on for
more than three weeks before pumping resumed
•WTednBBay: . 1~~r"^ . V

Vestal well 11, located tost off North Main Street
and Stage Road near the Vcstal-Endicott bridge, has
keen catted one of the most polluted wells m New
York, by state officials.

Well M has been out of service since June, I960,
when the extensive chemical pollution became
known. In an effort to keep the pocket of pollution
from spreading throughout the groundwater in the
area, water is being pumped from the weD into the
Sisguehanna River, said Tom Goettel, Vestal Town
eunneer.

The wefl pump was turned off Aug. 24 when a state
Department of Environmental Conservation region-

al flood control engineer discovered that water
being pumped from the well had seriously eroded
the levee alone the Susquehanna River

"I was deathly afraid that the whole levee would
slip," said flood control engineer Henry Carroll.

Carroll asked that the well M pump be shut off
until the levee could be repaired by Vestal's water
department.
. Carroll said yesterday that the levee was repaired
to his satisfaction, within a week of his request

But b took Vestal officials two more weeks to'put
the necessary pipe for the pump outflow into place
and turn the pump back on.

Dr. {Catherine Gaffney, Broome County's acting
health commissioner, expressed concern about the
possible spread of pollution to the two other Vestal
municipal wells nearby.

She said that Vestal officials were told that the
tmrntv Mpgcf rf them In t«t the wells to check for a
spread ol pollution.
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CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMISSION June 19, 1986

Jeffrey E. Brandow, P.E.
Bureau of Eastern Remedial Action
Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste
50 Wolf Rd.
Albany, N.Y. 12233-0001

Dear Mr. Brandow:

The Vestal Conservation Advisory Commission wishes to Bake the
following coonents on the NYSDEC/USEPA Remedial Investigation
Report, Risk Assessment, and Feasibility Study for Water Supply
Well 1-1 Site, Vestal, N.Y.

It is reassuring to learn that the prompt action taken by Vestal
officials in shutting Well 1-1 off from the Vestal Mains and
pumping it to waste has not only protected the aquifer supplying
Wells 1-2 and 1-3 from degradation by the contamination affecting
Well 1-1 but has also substantially lowered levels of pollutants
in that part of the aquifer which supplies water to Well 1-1.

X

As regards the problem of assuring an adequate backup supply for
Water District 1, the Vestal Conservation strongly supports the
position taken by Town of Vestal officials that air stripping of
water from Well £-1 should be followed by treatment with granu-
lated activated charcoal. As Richard Pastore, a CAC member,
pointed out in the hearing on June 10, 1986, air stripping may
remove 99% of the total volatile organics, but when TVO levels in
water from Well 1-1 are at 241 ppb (P. 3). the 1% of TVO not
removed by air stripping translates to 2.4 ppb TVO. Risk projec-
tions for TCA and TCE (both substances found in water from Well
31-1) indicate that these substances nay be hazardous at very low
Jlevels (pp. 3-4, 3-6). In view of public sensitivity to such
risks, it is clearly desirable to treat water from Well 1-1 with
ClAC to remove any volatile organics remaining after air strip-
ping. GAC treatment will also remove other pollutants (some not
tested for but possibly present) not completely removed by air
•stripping.

The Report raises a number of other questions which the CAC feels
must be answered.

1. We are concerned about traces of contaminants (including
b<sneene, a known carcinogen) found in water from Monitoring wells
1-20 and 1-22 (see table on p. B-13 and Figure F-7). These wells

Tekpboet 948-1514 Am CodtC07»006 Vota! Ptffcwty West. V«Ul, New York U850
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lie within the drawdown area for Vestal Well 1-2 (see Figure 1-4),
and it appears that contaminants are being pulled in front a
source of pollution lying to the east. Well 1-2 is ̂ t present
the only dependable source for Vestal Water District̂ !.* It is
very important that contamination in this area be investigated ar
soon as possible and that remedial measures be taken if neces-
sary, so that this water source is not jeopardized.

2. We are concerned about high levels of chloroform appearing
suddenly in water samples from Well 5-1. One ppb of 1,1-
IDichloroethane was noted in samples taken on November 6, 1965,
and analyzed on November 21, 1965. Kowever, samples taken on
March 12, 1966 (analyzed on April 6, 1966) show 7 ppb of chloro-
form, 1 ppb of benzene, 1 ppb of toluene, and 1 ppb of chloro-
benzene, along with 2 ppb of methylene chloride. Ron Slotkin of
t.he Broome County Health Department tells us he knows of no
incident which might have caused this abrupt rise. The CAC feels
that this report should be rechecked immediately, with new samp-
ling of water from Well 5-1 if necessary, so that immediate
measures may be taken if contamination is substantiated.

The Vestal CAC wishes to express its appreciation to the Depart-
ment of Environmental Conservation and Ecology and Environment,
line, for the thoroughness of this study and the clarity of its
presentation. These are not always virtues found in consultants'
reports. The CAC hopes that this Report will quickly be followed
by remedial action, so as to eliminate possible problems caused
for residents of Vestal by breakdown or contamination of Well 1-2
or contamination of Well 5-1.

Sincerely,

Virginia Oggins, for the Vestal
Conservation Advisory Commission

Vivian Stevens, Chairman, Vestal
Conservation Advisory Commission


